A clinico-pathological evaluation of parametrial involvement of deep invasive carcinoma of the uterine cervix.
Whole parametrial tissues from 235 patients with deep invasive carcinoma (greater than 5 mm in depth) of the cervix were systematically examined for involvement of cancer. Significantly higher incidences were observed in patients over 60 years of age than those of other age groups, and in patients with either adenocarcinoma or adenosquamous carcinoma than those with squamous cell carcinoma. The parametria were considered not to be the base camps but the carcinoma. The parametria were considered not to be the base camps but the pathways for pelvic node metastasis because of extranodal situation of most of small cancer nests in parametria, similar extent of incidence of metastases between parametrial and other pelvic nodes, and discrepancy in the incidence between parametrial involvement and ipsilateral nodal metastases. The relative 5-year survival rate was no less than 67% even in patients with parametrial involvement and/or pelvic node metastases. This rate seems to suggest some roles of these tissues as a barrier against extrapelvic expansion of cancer.